
CAUSES OF MTSS
The main cause of MTSS pain is an increase in load

exposure to the medial shin.  This is usually seen with

an increase in running activity. For example someone

increasing mileage in preparation for an event. 

- It is a result of increased bone loading, this can be an

increase in loading from peak forces applied during

initial contact or increased accumulative loading. It is

also thought that the increase of internal load on the

shin can be as a result of muscles attached to the shin

puling on it during loading. This internal load can

significantly increase exposure to up to 9 x body

weight or more depending where you read. 

TREATMENT
Initially the aim is to reduce the irritable activity. This is

likely to include a reduction in running volume. As pain

becomes more manageable strength exercises are vital to

build up tolerance in the tissue.  Exercises with added

weight such as squats are key to add axial loading to the

skeleton. Plyometric exercises are a vital component to be

used after a period of strengthening and as comfort allows.

Plyometric exercises produce a mechanical stimulation to

the bone and the nature of absorbing load will enhance the

muscle loading stress to the area. therefore building

tolerance and capacity. Exercises need to be PAIN FREE!

Running progression is encouraged as comfort allows. 

MISCONCEPTIONS
There are many misconceptions regarding the treatment

of MTSS:

- Biomechanics is to blame! biomechanics may have a role

in MTSS, but it usually the increase in activity exposure

that results in pain.

- Taping or compression socks do not cure MTSS. Taping

or compression does not effect the load to the area. It may

help with some pain inhibition, but if you do not address

all the other aspects it will not improve.

- Massage again may help with some temporary /

localized pain relief but if you do not address load and

exposure to progressive load it will not improve.

- Pronation is not the enemy in respect to MTSS.

Summary:
MTSS is an irritation of the shin. It is exercise induced pain as a result of increased
running load. Biomechanics could play a role in some individuals but it is likely the

increased training load or training error that has irritated it. Activity modification is
vital for recovery alongside strength training, plyometrics and a gradual increase of

running exposure!

MEDIAL TIBIAL STRESS
SYNDROME - MTSS
 (SHIN SPLINTS) 

WHAT IS MTSS
MTSS is also known as shin splints. It is a common

injury seen in runners / running sports. It is defined as

exercised induced pain felt along the medial shin

(lower leg).  Pain is commonly felt in the lower third of

the medial shin. 

STRUCTURES INVOLVED
The structures that are thought to be responsible for

MTSS are; the tibia (shin bone), this is where the

irritation occurs and results in pain to the medial shin,

soleus muscle (deep calf muscle) due to its insertion

onto the shin and tibialis posterior muscle also due to

its insertion onto the shin.
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